**Hare Today**
**LEVERETT HOUSE NEWSLETTER**

**WEEK OF MONDAY, 7TH MAR 2005**

**IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS**

- HUPD: 5-1212
- UHS: 5-5711
- Leverett Emergency: 429-3311
- Mental Health Services: 5-2042
- FAS Computer Services: 5-9000
- Response: 5-9600
- Room 13: 5-4969
- ECHO: 5-8200

**WHICH MOVIE IS THIS FROM?**

"Would you excuse me? I cut my foot before and my shoe is filling up with blood."

**MAN CAN BLOW UP BALLOONS WITH HIS EAR**

A Chinese man can blow up balloons and blow out candles with his ears. Wei Mingtang, 55, a factory worker from Guilin city, Guangxi province, discovered his ears leaked air over 30 years ago reports Nanguo Morning News. He then came up with the idea of using them to inflate balloons with the aid of a pipe. On a recent city Spring Festival Party, Wei also blew out 20 candles in a line within 20 seconds using a hose leading out from his ears reports the paper.

**SNAKE EATS ITS OWN TAIL**

A snake has eaten its own tail. The American King Snake was on display at the National Taidong Aquarium in Taiwan when the incident occurred. The snake mistook its reflection in the glass case for another reptile, and ate a quarter of its tail. After an hour’s emergency treatment, the reptile recovered. King Snakes are mostly found in North America, and can grow to as long as 1.5 meters long.

**Egg Has Tail**

An egg in China has been found with a tail. The egg, found by chef Wang of at his restaurant in Anyang city, Henan province, is normal size, but has a tail that is 3 cm long. It is not known why the egg has the tail reports Dahe Daily. Wang says he wants to hatch the egg and see what will come out.

**Which Movie Is This From?**

"Would you excuse me? I cut my foot before and my shoe is filling up with blood."

**FRI-SAT Mar 18-19, Harvard Law School**


www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/crcl/2005conference

**MON Mar 7, 8am, http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ubo**

Applications open for Dewolfe Summer Housing. 58 air-conditioned 2-bedroom apartments with cable available for sublease.

**Wed Mar 9, 12.15pm, Leverett JCR**

Leverett Old Library Lunch

**Fri Mar 11, 8pm, Leverett Dining Hall**

First Leverett Trivia Night! (Register online by Wed Mar 9)

**Mon Mar 14, 5.30pm, Masters’ Residence**

Ying Quartet Reception and Dinner

**Thu Mar 17, 5pm, Leverett Dining Hall**

St. Patrick’s Day Dinner

**Thu Mar 17, 8.30pm, Masters’ Residence**

MONKEYBREAD! MONKEYBREAD!

Umm… Masters’ Open House

**Mon-Sat Mar 20-26, Harvard Law School**


www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/crcl/2005conference

**Breast Size Determines Personality: A Tribute to Larry Summers**

An Italian sex researcher claims he can tell a woman’s personality from the size and shape of her breasts. According to German newspaper Bild sexologist Piero Lorenzoni said: “A woman’s breasts denote a woman’s character, just like her star sign.” He has categorised breast types according to fruits and says men can draw up their own horoscope-type chart that indicates what a woman’s chest size says about her. The fruity chart starts naturally with the traditional melon. According to Lorenzoni, a woman with large, round breasts like a melon may appear motherly, but is far from it. “She likes eating and wants to be spoiled and admired. But seldom likes sex,” he said. For men who want someone a bit more lively they should choose a woman with “lemon” breasts - pert and prominent. “These women are full of life and can laugh at themselves. They want a balanced life without surprises.” Pert, oval-shaped breasts are for Lorenzoni like pineapples. “A woman with pineapple breasts is intelligent, often has a career but is still romantic. They are also faithful. Whoever wins their heart will not lose it quickly.” Grapefruit-shaped breasts - pert and firm - are also not a good sign for good sex. “This woman may look erotic, but in reality is bashful and homely. She spoils her partner but prefers tenderness over sex.” Even women with “oranges” are not going to turn up the temperature between the sheets. “While she is self-confident and knows her goals, she has little interest in sex. She likes conversation and partnerships.” Small breasted women, with assets that resemble cherries are “funny and very exciting. They are entertaining and intelligent. Make great partners both for everyday life and on holiday and are moderately interested in sex,” says the researcher. A woman with pear-shaped breasts “Loves love in all its variations. She can be very religious, but is known to have affairs.”

**Throw Me A Line**

"Would you excuse me? I cut my foot before and my shoe is filling up with blood."
**Policeman’s Ghostly Surprise**

An Indian policeman who caught a burglar red-handed fainted because he thought it was a ghost. Sub-inspector Ramkailash Dangi was returning home at Vidisha, in Madhya Pradesh, when he heard a noise. It appeared to come from the locked former home of a colleague who had recently been killed in a shoot out. Sub-inspector Dangi went to investigate and saw a figure in the supposedly empty house and fainted, thinking it was the ghost of his late colleague. A security guard found the officer still lying outside the door the next morning, reports Keralanext.com. The guard unlocked the house and found bags of loot the burglar left behind when he was disturbed by Sub-inspector Dangi.

**Musical Notes are Tasty**

Scientists have discovered a musician who can taste sounds. The musician, identified only as ES, finds a minor second note tastes sour, a major second bitter, a minor third salty, a major third sweet and a minor sixth creamy. According to The Sun quoting journal Nature the researchers in Zurich, Switzerland, put it down to crossed sensory brain “wires.”

**Five Inch Knife Found in Man’s Head**

Hospital staff treating a retired school teacher for a headache found a five inch knife blade wedged in his head. The discovery was made after doctors X-rayed Leonard Woronowicz to see if he had cracked his skull in a fall while climbing over a stool in his kitchen four days earlier. Instead they found a blade that had penetrated the 61-year-old’s head just below his right ear. It had snapped off at the handle without touching any major blood vessels or nerves - or causing any lasting damage. He said: “I thought they might give me an aspirin, instead they pulled a five inch knife blade out of my head.” Woronowicz, from the Polish town of Wojnowice, said he had tripped over the stool while doing work in his kitchen. He said: “I didn’t even guess what had happened when the next day I wanted to cut a piece of bread but couldn’t find the kitchen knife. Despite carefully searching the room I could only find the handle. But I forgot about it as my headaches got worse over the next few days, and I decided to go to a hospital.” The blade had gone into his head from the side near his right ear. Dr Marek Rogowski from the Bialystok hospital said a surgeon could not have made a better job of placing the knife so that it missed all vital bones, nerves and blood vessels. He said: “We have found objects in patients’ bodies before, but this is unprecedented.”

**Drive-In Brothels a Success**

Drive-in brothels are set to appear across Germany after the country’s first proved a huge success. The brothel was set up in 2001 in Cologne and includes eight garages or “performance boxes”, which clients can drive their cars into to do business with the women. There are also containers for customers who do not own a car. The project provides showers and toilets for the prostitutes and the garages are equipped with emergency sirens that the women can push if they feel threatened. The project faced massive opposition from locals when, just over three years ago, the German city moved the street so that it felt threatened. The project faced massive opposition from locals when, just over three years ago, the German city moved the street scene to the controlled compound. Other German cities have sent experts to study the project and are planning to copy it.

**Golden Nuggets**

Sophia: I found my lucky handkerchief.
Rose: Where was it?
Sophia: It was in my bra.
Rose: What was it doing in your bra?
Sophia: I was blowing my breasts, Rose.

Sophia: Sure Dorothy, I made love with Charles DeGaulle! I could’ve been the First Lady of France but instead I married your father! A man who used to clean under his toenails with a shrimp fork!!

Ed. This is an experiment cameo from past Hare Todays. If you’d like to see more, e-mail us.